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Across
8. the legal term given to a female 

person who has drafted a last will and 

testament

10. How many plan types fall under the 

Legacy Protection Plan

13. A person responsible for the 

administering of the Estate

14. The Minimum Entry Age for any 

Insured Person is?

16. Every customer is seen as a Legacy 

Protection Plan …?

18. Which benefit ensures the families 

everyday needs are met when your gone

19. The intermediary, also more 

commonly known as the

Down
1. Which benefit provides a cash 

benefit within 48 hours of receiving death 

certificate

2. this clause states that you are 

recalling or canceling your Will

3. A complete solution for deceased 

Estates

4. to avoid the Government Guardians 

fund for minors mentioned in the will it is 

recommended

5. To describe the distribution of your 

Estate by your bloodline according to 

Intestate Succession Act?

6. the process to nullify or completely 

reduce the fees associated with dying

7. also referred to as the beneficiary of 

the Estate

9. New word for client

11. the person entitled to receive the 

proceeds of any claim payable

12. We aim to … in everything we do

15. What is recognized by law as the 

expression of your wishes after you pass 

away

17. any evidence of health required by 

the insurer for assessment purposes 

before a new benefit or any benefit 

alteration can be accepted for cover?
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